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5.1
Introduction

GREAT STREETS
“Beyond functional purposes of
permitting people to get from one
place to another and to gain access to
property, streets – most assuredly the
best streets -- can and should help to
do other things: bring people together,
help build community, cause people
to act and interact, to achieve together
what they might not alone. As such,
streets should encourage socialization
and participation of people in the
community…The best streets create
and leave strong, lasting, positive
impressions; they catch the eyes and
the imagination.”
-Allan B. Jacobs

An example of a walkable street
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To support the Development Plan, a multimodal network
of transportation facilities is proposed that provide
access to and circulation within the City Center. As
a master plan for the future of the City Center, it is
important to look well beyond the transportation patterns
of today to guide the transportation patterns of tomorrow.
The Mobility Plan will be implemented progressively, in
concert with implementation of the Development Plan,
to bring City Center from the infrastructure and travel
patterns of today to the vision of tomorrow.
The character of the roadways should reflect the
intensity and connections of the adjacent land uses they
serve. Streets with more intensive concentrations of
retail, housing, office and other trip generators should
support high levels of pedestrian activity to, from and
within these areas. Motorized and bicycle vehicular
traffic needs for access and circulation in City Center
must also be met, in harmony with the desired street
environment, as well as reasonable accommodations
for parking of those vehicles. Transit circulator service
within City Center can facilitate the dispersed utilization
of parking and singular accommodation of multiple trip
purposes within the three sub-districts, providing critical
service with the potential advent of commuter rail service
to Cedar Hill.

5.2
Street Network
Existing and new streets in City Center should be
designed to serve multiple purposes as local movement
corridors for people and vehicles, transit ways, parking
reservoirs, and extensions of the public realm. While the
design of individual streets and street segments may
vary considerably depending on their place within the
City Center and their role in the larger street network,
their intended character as active, attractive, and
accessible public spaces should not be compromised.

Overview of Typologies

The various levels of classifications of streets within
Center City – arterials, collectors and local streets – can
be provided in a myriad of configurations to best serve
the context of their surroundings. A typical street section
may change from block to block, though the functional
classification continues. The street classifications are
typically defined in terms of accommodations for motor
vehicles, as described in the Transportation Plan chapter
of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan. These roadway
classifications, and their implications for mobility
within this study area, are described in the following
paragraphs.
Principal Arterial Roadways
Principal arterial roadways carry traffic across
major segments of the local region, with a primary
function of throughput, rather than property access.
Side street and driveway access onto principal
arterials is often limited by spacing requirements,
and parking along principal arterial roadways is
not allowed. Sidewalks or sidepaths should be
considered along principal arterials, especially
through concentrations of development, such
as City Center, and as part of a regional plan for
mobility.

Collector Roadways
The function of collector roadways is to serve as a
conduit between local roadways and the network of
arterial streets. Collector streets are differentiated
from arterials streets by their length and degree
of access to adjacent development. Collector
streets are typically contiguous across one or more
arterials roadways, but seldom more than one or
two miles in length. Driveway access onto collector
roadways is seldom limited and parking along
collectors is often allowed, consistent with adjacent
land use. Collector roadway cross sections can
range from two lane streets to four lane sections
depending on the local context of the adjacent land
uses. Collector roadways are often good candidate
streets for accommodating bicycles, either in
shared lanes or separate bike lanes. Sidewalks
or sidepaths are to be provided along both sides
of collector streets, typically separated from the
roadway by a landscaped buffer and/or parking.
Local Roadways
Local roadways will typically be two-way streets,
one lane in each direction, with curbside parallel
parking and sidewalks or sidepaths on both
sides. This typical section provides for minimal
traffic flow accommodations and thus influences
traffic calming. Direct access is provided to
ground floor development. Overnight parking of
residential development in curbside parking may
reduce the net construction of off-street lots and
structured parking for residential development.
Many permutations on that basic configuration are
possible for context sensitive solutions to the needs
of the adjacent development, including one-way
streets, angled parking, or no parking on one or
both sides near key developments such as the
future rail station.

Minor Arterial Roadways
Minor arterial roadways carry traffic across major
segments of the City, often with connections to
adjacent city arterials. Their primary function is
throughput of traffic though of a more localized
nature, connecting collector streets to major arterial
streets, and local access is secondary. Driveway
access onto minor arterials is often limited by
spacing requirements, and parking along minor
arterial roadways is seldom allowed. Sidewalks or
sidepaths should be provided along minor arterials.
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Functional Attributes of City Center Roadways
The City Center roadways must function within the
network of area roadways but incorporate attributes that
are sensitive to the adjacent development.
Principal Arterial Roadways in City Center
FM 1382 is a regionally significant principal
arterial roadway. FM 1382 is a TxDOT-owned
and maintained roadway, with a divided six lane
cross section plus auxiliary turn lanes. FM 1382
forms a significant physical and psychological
barrier between the Midtown and Uptown districts
that can be overcome to some extent with proper
accommodations. The Thoroughfare Plan (Map 16)
shows Uptown Boulevard as a principal arterial,
though it functions as more of a collector roadway
as described below.
Uptown Minor Arterial Roadways
Cedar Hill Road is designated as a minor arterial
on the City’s Thoroughfare Plan, calling for its
current four lanes divided plus adjacent sidewalk.
No changes to this roadway are proposed, except
to extend the sidewalks beneath FM 1382 to
connect to the proposed pedestrian network in
Midtown.
Midtown Minor Arterial Roadways
Cedar Hill Road continues its designation on the
Thoroughfare Plan as a minor arterial through
Midtown, and also as a greenway arterial corridor,
from the undercrossing at FM 1382 to Belt Line
Road. Currently it is a two lane rural roadway
from FM 1382 to the transition at Wylie Street to
N. Main Street, at which point N. Main Street has
been improved to four lanes southward to Belt Line
Road. Belt Line Road is also designated as a minor
arterial roadway through City Center, traversing
entirely across Cedar Hill and into the adjoining
cities and beyond to the west and east. Belt Line
Road is currently a four-lane divided roadway
through City Center, with a flush and/or raised
median for provision of left turn bays at significant
intersections.
Downtown Minor Arterial Roadways
The future Tidwell Road is designated on the
current Thoroughfare Plan as a minor arterial
with an adjacent trail, though not designated a
greenway arterial. Main Street and Houston Street
serve more as collector streets through Downtown,
belying their minor arterial classification on the
Thoroughfare Plan, as they provide more local
access function and less on cross-town mobility.
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Midtown Collector Roadways
Though classified on the City’s Thoroughfare Plan
as an arterial, Uptown Boulevard serves essentially
as a collector roadway extending between Uptown
Village at FM 1382 and Belt Line Road, connecting
these arterial roadways to the development along
the local roadways. Its urban four-lane divided
roadway section is consistent with the Minor
Arterial classification and provides adequate traffic
capacity for the anticipated roadway uses (see
subsequent description of Uptown Boulevard traffic
operations). Cedar Hill Road and Main Street also
serve as collector roadways through Midtown and
should be designed with an urban section. Pioneer
Parkway is also a collector roadway between
Cedar Hill Road and Uptown Boulevard, and
should be formally designated to extend between
Uptown Boulevard and the US 75 Frontage Road.
These streets may have segments of curbside
parking appropriate for their adjacent development.
Typically, these urban collector streets will have
bike lanes.
Downtown Collector Roadways
Cooper Street is currently classified as a collector
roadway through Downtown. It may be designed
with an urban or rural design cross section, in
context with the surrounding development, and
allow parking along its length, as appropriate for
the adjacent development.
Midtown Local Roadways
Midtown local streets should be an urban section
with two lanes, one in each direction, typically 15
feet in width and shared with bicyclists. Curbside
parking may be parallel or angled, depending on
the nature of the adjacent development. Parallel
parking allows for the roadway pavement to be
narrower, and the potential for wider sidewalks
and/or buildings that are closer together. Angled
parking, however, allows for more parking directly
in front of the adjacent development.
Downtown Local Roadways
Downtown local streets should be allowed to be
designed with either an urban or rural design cross
section, in context with their surroundings, and
should typically be two-lane roads with parking
allowed along their length, as appropriate for their
adjacent development.

Map 16: Thoroughfare Plan. Source: 2008 Comprehensive Plan
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Complete Streets Planning and Design
The historically auto-oriented nature of street planning
is being counteracted in many communities by changing
to planning and design of streets that also consider the
mobility needs of people, not just vehicles. Provision
of Complete Streets, as described by the National
Complete Streets Coalition, is a transportation policy
and design approach that requires streets to be planned,
designed, operated, and maintained to enable safe,
convenient and comfortable travel and access for users
of all ages and abilities regardless of their mode of
transportation. Complete Streets allow for safe travel
by those walking, bicycling, driving automobiles, riding
public transportation, or delivering goods. The benefits
of Complete Streets include improved safety, health,
economic, and environmental outcomes. Whether
driving, walking or biking, streets should be designed to
get around safely, particularly in urban areas.

Walkable Street Design Principles
Walkable streets are shared transportation corridor
spaces, and are an essential component of Complete
Streets. They are designed for all people, whether
in cars, on foot, in wheelchairs or on bicycles. Just
some of the factors enhancing walkability include but
are not limited to: street connectivity; land use mix
and residential density; frequency of entrances and
other sensations along street frontages including the
"transparency" of adjacent buildings, orientation and
proximity of homes and buildings to watch over the
street; presence and quality of sidewalks, ramps,
trails and street crossings; buffers to moving traffic,
street landscaping/furniture traffic, and the volume
and speed of adjacent traffic. Finally, a walkable street
leads to desired destinations, whether they are retail or
commercial establishments, the bus stop, neighbors,
jobs or a park.
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Map 17: Existing Buildings with Retail Anchors and New Streets to Form Smaller Block Patterns
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Map 18: Existing and Proposed Streets
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5.3
Streets and Blocks Plan
The curvilinear spine roadway of Uptown Boulevard
coupled with relatively large block sizes, long cross
street spacing, and significant parking lots in front
of large lot development is symptomatic of the autooriented development pattern prevalent in Midtown.
Downtown, though developed with smaller blocks,
buildings closer to the street provides little or no space
for pedestrian movements. A good street and block
pattern to support a more walkable environment would
contain:
▪▪ A grid pattern of streets that offers more street
frontage opportunities
▪▪ Parallel and crossing streets that defuse vehicular
traffic, allowing the scale of streets to be less
▪▪ The size of blocks (circumference walking distance)
should be optimized with development form to
support more direct walking routes, which enhances
the street’s walkability
▪▪ Complete Streets accommodations for vehicular
traffic movement, pedestrians, bicyclists and transit
as well as access to development
▪▪ Buildings forming the edge (sense of enclosure)
▪▪ Multi-use zones (window shopping, outdoor eating
areas, public interaction)
▪▪ Street appurtenances (fire hydrants, landscaping,
bike racks, info kiosks)
▪▪ On street parking, as appropriate

Enhancing the Existing Street Network
and Urban Fabric

As developments infill the available parcels, key streets
need to be introduced, especially in Midtown, that create
a more orderly framework of local streets that reduce
existing street block sizes to support walkability. In
addition, these new streets and blocks will help to link
existing regional tenants and retailers, and will help to
induce new development.
City Center development blocks are proposed to be
sized to accommodate a mix of land uses and buildings
with mid-block parking and service areas. As a guideline,
walkable block sizes should encompass between
150,000 and 250,000 square feet. Greater dimensions
would be permitted for blocks containing mid-block
parking structures or attached public spaces. These
block patterns help to break down individual street sizes
to approximately 375 feet to 625 feet per block face.
Due to existing developments, several larger blocks
remain on the Streets and Block Concept (Map 19)
and the Existing and Proposed Streets (Map 18) has
identified Primary Internal Circulation aisles within those
large blocks. These internal development circulation
routes are currently within existing parking lots or
development. Their future need would be based on
future demands and are long-term strategies to be
constructed as infill development occurs. The Primary
Internal Circulation routes should, at a minimum, provide
travel lanes, street trees and pedestrian paths.

The Streets and Blocks Plan (Map 19) illustrates how
vacant and auto-oriented areas of City Center can be
transformed over time into more pedestrian-friendly,
transit-supportive places. Streets that are shown in
purple are labeled as proposed new streets. These
proposed streets will help to improve the connectivity
throughout Historic Downtown for motorists, bicyclists
and as well as pedestrians. Streets that are shown in
green are labeled as pedestrian priority streets. These
streets place a higher emphasis on the pedestrians with
the presence of wide sidewalks, crosswalks, street trees,
lighting and seating. Primary internal streets are shown
with gray dashes. These streets are dedicated to retail/
commercial and parking lot access. These typically have
slower traffic.
Through a coordinated program of public and private
investment, existing streets can be improved and new
streets constructed to create a fine-grained network of
walkable streets.
A street with parallel parking in a mixed-use setting
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Map 19: Streets and Blocks Concept Plan
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Street Sections
Map 20 displays both existing and proposed streets
within City Center. Streets that are located within Historic
Downtown, Midtown and Uptown district are identified as
H-#, M-# and U-# respectively. The streets correspond
to the section illustrations shown on the following
pages. These scenarios have taken into consideration
existing buildings and right-of-way conditions. The
street design elements respond to the land use and
urban form in which they are located in Urban Center,

Urban General (Uptown and Midtown), Urban General
(Historic Downtown), Urban Neighborhood and Historic
Downtown Neighborhood. The descriptions below each
section illustration display the proposed pedestrian zone,
minimum and maximum building setback, as well as
minimum and maximum building height.

Map 20: Street Typology Concept
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U-1

U-2
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U-3

U-4
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M-1 (new)

M-2 (N Cedar Hill Rd)
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M-3 (new N
Cedar Hill Rd)

M-4 (new)

Mobility
Mobility Plan
Plan
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M-5 (N Cedar
Hill Rd at
Station)

M-6 (N Cedar Hill
Rd)
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M-7
(Uptown
Blvd)

M-8 (Uptown Blvd at Plaza)
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M-9
(Uptown
Blvd)

M-10 (Uptown Blvd Roundabout to Roundabout)
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M-11 (new)

M-12 (Haswell St/
new)
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M-13 (new)

M-14 (Merrifield Dr)
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M-15 (new)

M-16 (Copper Chase)
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M-17 (new)

M-18 (new)
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M-19 (Clark Rd)

H-1 (Belt Line Rd)
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H-2

H-3
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H-4

H-5
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H-6

H-7
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H-8

H-9
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H-10

H-11
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5.4
Active Transportation
The presence of people, visibly out enjoying their
neighborhoods, is a sign of the vitality of a community.
Attracting people out into the community requires the
provision of accessways that connect where people live
or work to purposeful destinations, points of interest or
gathering places nearby. These active transportation
facilities that link land uses and activity area within the
City Center are an integral part of the transportation
infrastructure of City Center. A network of pedestrian
and bicycle facilities as well as shared-use paths are
proposed throughout the Historic Downtown, Midtown,
and Uptown sub-districts of City Center.

Sidewalks

Sidewalks in Downtown District
Roadways connecting to new developments west and
south of the Downtown Square should have 5-foot
wide sidewalks on both sides, unless otherwise noted.
Redevelopment along Cooper should be supported
with sidewalks on both sides of the street connecting
between US 67 and Houston Street.

An example of a walkable street in Seattle, WA

Along an urban street right-of-way, the pedestrian realm
is the space between the roadway curb and right-ofway line and/or building line. This pedestrian realm
can be physically and psychologically separated from
adjacent travel lanes in two ways: first, space within the
pedestrian realm can be allocated to street landscaping
and street furnishings and should generally be at least
three feet in width; second, space within the roadway
can be allocated to 7- to 8-foot wide parking lanes and/
or bike lanes or cycle tracks. Adjacent to buildings at the
right of way line, a one- to two-foot clear zone should
be provided. Parking, if provided, should be terminated
in advance of the intersection corners and the sidewalk
realm extended, or bulbed out, to the corner radius. The
unobstructed sidewalk space within the pedestrian realm
should be at least 5 feet wide to comply with the pending
requirement of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and
should also comply with City standards. Sidewalks are
typically made of concrete, though brick or concrete
pavers may be used in special pedestrian activity areas.

Sidewalks in Uptown District
Sidewalks are currently provided along the northwestern
and northern periphery of Uptown on Pleasant Run
Road and Cedar Hill Road and within the central
oval roadway of the development. Sidewalks and/or
designated walkways are proposed to extend from the
sidewalks and future sidepaths along FM 1382 to the
two main entries into Uptown district.

Sidewalks in Midtown District

Dallas Area Rapid Transit at Baylor University Medical Center Station

All streets in Midtown should have sidewalks on both
sides of the street, unless otherwise justified. As
appropriate, all sidewalks should be buffered from
adjacent moving lanes by parking or landscaped area.
Mobility Plan
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Pedestrian Priority Streets
Consistent with the Complete Streets concept for
streets in City Center, all streets should typically be
provided with pedestrian accommodations. Some
streets in the plan are designated as Pedestrian Priority
Streets (Map 21) and are intended to be provided with
heightened levels of pedestrian amenities, comfort,
access and safety. Design of pedestrian priority streets
should include 8 to 10-foot wide sidewalks, encourage
lower speed vehicular travel and should provide wellmarked pedestrian crossings with heightened traffic
control, pedestrian amenities, and a buffer between
pedestrians and moving traffic using either parking or
landscaping. These streets have been designated due
to their proximity to major activity areas, higher density
development and/or key connectivity between these
areas.

Map 21: Pedestrian Priority Streets
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Pedestrian Priority Streets Proposed for
Uptown
Pedestrian conveyance should be accommodated from
the intersection of Uptown Boulevard at FM 1382 to
the core of Uptown activity by adding an 8-foot wide
sidewalk along the eastern edge of the entry roadway
to connect to the upper entryway near Dick’s Sporting
Goods. Likewise, pedestrian conveyance should be
accommodated from the intersection of N. Clark Road
at FM 1382 to the core of Uptown activity by adding an
8-foot wide sidewalk along the edge of the entry roadway
to connect to the upper entryway near Kirkland’s. Eastwest continuity of the sidewalks along both sides of FM
1382 through City Center are to be provided.
The pedestrian facilities should be enhanced with
wayfinding signage and appropriate aesthetic
treatments. The pedestrian crossing signals at the
intersections of FM 1382 at Uptown Boulevard and
FM 1382 at N. Clark Road should be enhanced to add
countdown features and adequate crossing time.

Shared Use Paths Proposed for Uptown
The City Parks, Recreation, Tails and Open Space
(PRTOS) Plan calls for a trail along the drainageway
east of Uptown Village. The PRTOS Plan also calls for
sidepaths along Pleasant Run Road, Cedar Hill Road
and FM 1382 passing through the study area. These
planned improvements are incorporated into this plan for
City Center. Currently, there are only 5-foot sidewalks
along each side of Pleasant Run Road, a segment of
5-foot sidewalk along Cedar Hill Road, and a scattering
of 5-foot sidewalks along FM 1382.

Shared Use Paths Proposed for Midtown

As included in the PRTOS Plan, a proposed significant
shared use path is proposed along the Bentle Branch
flood plain south of sidewalk/sidepath connections along
Cedar Hill Road and FM 1382. The path extends along
the west side of the City Hall Complex and into the
vicinity of the proposed rail station. The hike and bike
trail transitions to a network of side paths and sidewalks
south of City Hall.

Pedestrian Priority Streets Proposed for
Midtown

Selected streets are identified to serve as pedestrian
priority corridors that provide either key linkages or are
anticipated to have high pedestrian traffic, and are to
have either 8-foot wide sidewalks along one or both
sides or would have adjacent 10- to 12-foot wide trails
on separate rights-of-way.

Pedestrian Priority Streets Proposed for
Downtown
Belt Line Road should have 8-foot wide sidepaths
serving its adjacent one-to-two story commercial
development, creating an enhanced linear retail
pedestrian environment along the arterial roadway
from Uptown Boulevard to Main Street. The 8-foot wide
sidewalks would extend along Main Street from Belt Line
Road to Cooper Street and connect the Uptown and Belt
Line developments to the Downtown Square. Cooper
Street and Hardy Street would be re-constructed to
provide 5 to 8-foot wide sidewalks on both sides to serve
the emerging redevelopment of the corridor.

A bike rack in an urban setting

Off-Street Shared Use Paths (Trails)
As described in the City Trails Master Plan developed by
the Park and Recreation Department, a shared use path
is a hard-surface path (generally asphalt or concrete)
that is at least 10 feet wide and typically 10 to 12 feet in
width. Most often multi-use paths are on rights-of-way
separate from the street, but in some cases the path can
parallel the roadway with at least 5 feet of separation.
A bike symbol on concrete
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Map 22: Bike Plan Concept
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Shared Use Paths Proposed for Downtown
The PRTOS Plan includes a concept for trail loops that
extend along Main Street and Cooper Street and are
reflected in this plan for City Center.

On-Street Bicycle Facilities Design
A bicyclist has all of the rights and responsibilities of
any motorized vehicle driver on public, non-interstate
roadways. The extent to which special designated
bicycle facilities need to be provided depends upon
the targeted user group and the intensity of the traffic
sharing that roadway segment. As City Center consists
of numerous roadway types and conditions, there are a
range of bicycle facility types included in the Bike Plan
Concept (Map 22).
An example of a marked shared lane. Image source: Eric Albrecht

Shared Lanes
At the basic level, a travel lane would be shared by
bicyclists and motor vehicles. All non-designated streets
that a bicyclist might choose to ride on would be shared
lanes. When a street is designated as a bicycle route,
the lane to be shared requires careful consideration. If
speeds are 30 MPH or less and volumes are fairly low,
a bicyclist can share a lane with motorists, one behind
the other, that is 12 feet wide or less, preferably less
for speed management. As volumes increase on the
street and/or speeds are in the 35 to 40 MPH range, a
shared lane should be widened to between 14 and 15
feet so the lane may be shared side by side by bicycle
and motor vehicle. City Center shared lanes designated
as bike routes would typically be on streets with travel
speeds of 30 MPH and with anticipated traffic volumes of
less than 2,000 vehicles per day (vpd).
An example of a bike lane. Image source: Dan Burden

Bike Lanes and Shoulder Lanes
As the intensity of traffic increases beyond 2,000 vpd or
over 30 MPH on streets intended for bicycle facilities,
bike lanes are common applications for accommodating
bicyclists in the traffic stream on the roadway. Bike
lanes are typically placed adjacent to the curb line
of the roadway and are typically 5 to 7 feet in width,
depending on the gutter line design along that edge.
The lane allocation to the bicycle mode is designated
by painted stripes, with a variety of striping designs for
the lane separation, ranging from a 6 to 8 inch wide line
to a 3 to 5 foot wide striped buffer area, with the greater
separation desired to encourage bicycling in the corridor.
Cycle Tracks
An enhanced version of the bike lane is provided by
the cycle track. In this facility type, the bicycle lane is
physically separated from the travel lane by a curb or
other raised element, positioning it more functionally

An example of a cycle track. Image source: cbuscyclechic.wordpress.
com
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alongside the sidewalk. A cycle track may be one-way
along either side of the roadway, or may be two-way
along one side of the roadway.

Bicycle Facilities Proposed for Uptown
Bike lanes are proposed on Cedar Hill Road, consistent
with the City’s bike plan, which would pass under FM
1382 and continue as bike lanes on Cedar Hill Road in
Midtown. Uptown Boulevard proceeding into the oval
roadway of the Uptown Village development would be
designated as shared lanes for bicyclists and motorists,
with less skilled bicyclists provided an adjacent sidepath
leading to the upper building entry near Dick’s Sporting
Goods. The City’s bike plan also appears to plan for
bike lanes along the high volume/high speed FM 1382
roadway, but given that their implementation would
be under the control of TxDOT, are not considered for
specific inclusion in this City Center Plan.

Bicycle Facilities Proposed for Midtown
Bike lanes are proposed on Cedar Hill Road/Main Street
from below FM 1382 to Belt Line Road, consistent
with the City’s bike plan. This route will be the primary
bicycling spine through Midtown. The bike plan also
calls for bike lanes on Uptown Boulevard from Belt Line
Road to FM 1382, which could be initially implemented
by reducing the two 12-foot travel lanes to 10-foot lanes
and striping a 4-foot wide bike lane against the integral
curb (no gutter seam) in each direction according to
NACTO’s guide for urban retrofit. Ultimately, once
the infill development evolves, traffic along Uptown
Boulevard will encounter more interference and speeds
will be reduced, allowing the transition of the 4-foot bike
lane into a 14-foot wide shared curb lane. East-west
streets would generally be provided with either bike
lanes or shared lanes, lessening the need for bicyclists
to traverse Uptown Boulevard.

Bicycle Facilities Proposed for Downtown
Bicycle lanes will extend along Main Street and Houston
Street to Tidwell Road and from Houston Street to US
67, consistent with the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
developed by the Parks Department. The City’s bicycle
plan also calls for a cycle track to be placed along
Tidwell Road as it passes through City Center from US
67 to Belt Line Road, which is incorporated in the City
Center Plan.

5.5
Multimodal Transportation
Center/Midtown TOD Rail
Station Concept
Rail Station Location Principles

Defining the location of the regional rail station was an
important early step in refining the Vision Plan concept.
As there will only be one regional rail stop serving
City Center destinations, a careful evaluation was
undertaken. The location with the greatest potential to
advance the City’s vision for high quality, sustainable,
transit-oriented development is Midtown.
To leverage investment in the rail service, the City’s
vision calls for TOD with a balanced mix of uses,
including retail, residential and non-residential uses,
in a transit-supportive development form. The vision,
land use organization and planned connectivity for
Midtown is consistent with accepted definitions, which
describe effective TOD projects as having the following
characteristics:
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

orient to and focus on the transit or rail station;
compact and walkable with a diverse mix of uses;
includes civic or public spaces for interaction;
promotes pedestrian activity;
functions best with a connected street grid;
fosters pedestrian and bicycle connectivity; and
increases transit ridership.

The Midtown station selection becomes the centerpiece
for City Center and the transit-oriented development that
surrounds it. It will help to effectively support:
▪▪ visibility for City Center;
▪▪ access to development sites with the greatest
potential for increased residential, employment,
retail, and entertainment opportunities;
▪▪ walkability to activity centers;
▪▪ connectivity for drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists;
and
▪▪ passenger convenience – helping complete the last
mile of the trip.
While connection to the future rail station is a key
component of the plan, development pattern and land
uses have been planned to be successful prior to the
operation and construction of the rail stop itself. The
station design should incorporate the basic platform
and shelter into a station building and surrounding area
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that gives more prominence to the train station. The
building should accommodate commercial uses and a
waiting area, and it should be located in an appropriately
themed civic space. This facility could be a functional
public facility in advance of the train operations. Such a
strategy sets the tone for City Center and kicks off the
transition to transit-oriented development.

A new transit-oriented development along Charlotte Area Transit Systems. Image source: http://thesource.metro.net
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Location
The proposed rail station is strategically located at a
central axis consisting of the station, City Hall, and
the movie theater. The formation of a central oval and
community gathering space between City Hall and the
theater is an essential part of this central axis, to receive
the energies brought to City Center via the future rail
service and to give a place for hosting public events. The
station location is within a quarter mile walking distance
of the majority of the higher density development in the
Midtown area.

Mode Choices and Accommodations
With the current mixture and dispersed pattern of
land uses, the predominant mode of transportation to
access the developments in City Center is the personal
automobile. As development begins to intensify and infill
to more walkable form, and residential development
is added to the mixture of land uses, walking and
bicycling modes will become more prominent, and
transit circulator service may become more a part of the
mobility solution for City Center. Peak parking demand
will likely increase to match or exceed available close-by
supply, so shuttling from further away parking becomes
a needed service to promote park once while visiting
multiple venues.

on the development concept plan north of the proposed
station but located behind infill buildings which serve as
a visual screen for parking.

Access and Circulation at the Station
The alignment of Cedar Hill Road is proposed to be
shifted away from the railroad tracks at the station
platform to introduce a transit service building between
the rail platform and Cedar Hill Road. This building is
conceived to precede the planned commuter rail service
to serve as a focal point for the community as well as the
future rail station. A curbside bus loading zone will be
designated along the west side of Cedar Hill Road at the
station frontage for the local transit circulator service to
the station and emergency access only. Kiss and Ride
activities will be accommodated in short term curbside
parking on the new side street blocks created adjacent
to the station. A backage road will be created from
the former alignment of Cedar Hill Road that provides
localized circulation near the station and also provides
service access to the back of the residential and
commercial development on either side of the station.
The backage road is interrupted at the station platform
and brought alongside each side of the station building
to connect to Cedar Hill Road, allowing for pick-up and
drop-off circulation.

Commuter Park-and-Ride
The service concept for commuter rail along the US
67 corridor identifies a commuter park-and-ride station
near the interchange of US 67 and the planned Loop 9,
just south of City Center. With the formal park-and-ride
at that location, demand for commuter parking in City
Center should be minimized. Station parking is shown

Station
Parking

T
Rail Station

City Hall

Theater
An example of a Commuter Park & Ride station. Image source: Virginia
Department of Transportation
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5.6
City Center Circulator
An important feature of this plan’s mobility approach is
the inclusion of a circulator. A circulator service would
help to encourage trip making by train without the
need for a car at the destination. The circulator would
also serve to allow drivers to park in one location and
visit multiple destinations within City Center, which is
fundamental to an integrated mobility strategy for the
three City Center zones. With the regional rail extension
already planned, the City should emphasize transit
investments to take advantage of the arrival of regional
rail transit.
Planning for, and implementing over time, a circulator
system that connects the Cedar Hill station to the three
City Center zones – Uptown, Midtown and Historic
Downtown. The circulator connects activity areas, as
well as potential development areas. For the purposes
of this plan, the term circulator can refer to a rubber tire
trolley or a streetcar that runs on steel rails.
Circulator service is a form of bus service, typically
operating on a fixed-route and schedule, that operates
within the confines of a small area, such as a downtown
area, regional activity center (large office and/or retail
employment centers, military installations), or suburban
neighborhood. These routes typically connect to other
more regional transit services, such as local bus
routes or rail stations in large urbanized areas. These
circulators cater to short trips (typically less than one
mile), and passenger fares are typically nominal or
free. Circulator service can be phased into operation
in multiple phases, as discussed below for City Center,
dependent on the start of operations of regional rail
service along the Midlothian Corridor Commuter Rail.

Coordination with Areawide Transit
Services
With the focus of this report on how the potential
circulator service would be incorporated into the
infrastructure of the street network, it is important
to recognize that the future train station would also
need to provide for service from non-park and ride
transit services. In the future, citywide transit service
may be considered by the City. The operator of the
planned commuter rail service, potentially DART, may
have concepts for local transit feeder service that are
different and potentially more expansive than the current
concepts for the City Center circulator. The planning for

transit feeder services to and from this passenger rail
station will need to evolve as the commuter rail service
nears fruition.

Initial City Center Circulation Service
Options
Initially, circulator service could be provided on a small
scale on a fixed route. A city-contracted shuttle service
could provide limited stop fixed route service between
two or more specific locations, such as Uptown Village
and the movie theater, with one or more intermediate
service stops. With each increasing quality level of
service for the circulator comes an increasing cost and
complexity to provide that service.

Phase 1: Fixed Route Circulator Service
Concept
As depicted in Phase 1 Circulator Alignment (Map 23),
service will be implemented as development in Midtown
intensifies and Downtown development emerges, but
before rail service commences. Phase 1 fixed route
concept provides one circulator route that connects all
three sub-districts. This route will form a spine of service
mostly along Uptown Boulevard and will serve Historic
Downtown as well as Uptown Village and provide
mobility throughout the districts. The operation of a
regular schedule of fixed route transit service will require
a significant investment to provide passenger amenities
(stops, information) and to provide for reliable vehicle
fleet operations.

Phase 2: Fixed Route Circulator Service
Concept
As depicted in Phase 2 Circulator Alignments (Map
25), it is expected that Phase 2 of circulator service will
coincide with higher central densities, more residents,
and more activity near the future regional rail station in
Midtown, all of which provide a supportive transit and
pedestrian-oriented environment. Phase 2 circulator
service will involve two routes to serve different activity
areas. Uptown Village will still be a central transit spine
within the three sub-districts. One of the routes will
operate a Midtown to Historic Downtown pattern while
the other route will operate a Midtown to Uptown Village
pattern. These two routes will serve to provide mobility
throughout the district as well as provide last mile
connectivity from the regional rail station.
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Map 23: Phase 1 Circulator Alignment
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Map 24: Phase 1 Circulator and Intersection Control
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Map 25: Phase 2 Circulator Alignments
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Map 26: Phase 2 Circulator and Intersection Control
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Map 27: Phase 1 and 2 Circulators and 5-Minute Walk Boundary
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Circulator Mode Type

Several vehicle options have been previously identified
for the Cedar Hill City Center Circulator: rubber-tired
vehicles such as a replica rubber-tired trolley, bus, or
passenger van; battery-operated streetcar; and electric
streetcar, either replica or modern. These options
distinguish themselves into two mode types: (1) bus and
(2) streetcar. Mode descriptions are provided below as
related to the circulator, using definitions provided by the
American Public Transportation Association (APTA).

Bus
Bus vehicles cover a broad range from 25-foot to over
40-foot vehicles. Trolley-replica buses are also included
in this category. These vehicles essentially look like
streetcars but operate as a bus. This analysis will use
the term “rubber-tired vehicles” to cover the range of
vehicles under this mode. APTA defines bus as:
“…a mode of transit service (also called motor bus)
characterized by roadway vehicles powered by diesel,
gasoline, battery, or alternative fuel engines contained
within the vehicle. Vehicles operate on streets and
roadways in fixed-route or other regular service. Types
of bus service include local service, where vehicles may
stop every block or two along a route several miles long.
When limited to a small geographic area or to shortdistance trips, local service is often called circulator,
feeder, neighborhood, trolley, or shuttle service.”

A 60-foot bus in Fort Worth, TX. Image source: www.metro-magazine.
com

Streetcar

The APTA definition for streetcar is considered in
the same category as Light Rail Transit (LRT), which
describes the mode as trains on fixed rails in an
exclusive right-of-way. Vehicles are electrically powered
via an overhead electric line and driven by an operator
on board the vehicle. Battery-operated versions of
the streetcar remove the need for an overhead wire,
but generally have a very limited range and slower
speeds, as well as different maintenance costs and
battery lifecycle considerations. There are very limited
applications of battery-operated streetcars except
for very short segments or solely on private property.
Further, some of these vehicles lack safety features that
would allow them to operate on roads in mixed traffic.
A historic streetcar in San Francisco Bay Area. Image source: publictransport.about.com
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Vehicle Options
Replica Rubber Tire Trolley
This type of vehicle is built on a bus chassis and
generally has a vintage-style body, reflecting a more
historic character. This trolley type can carry about
40 to 45 passengers. It has a relatively low vehicle
purchase cost compared to streetcar vehicles and has
the advantage of flexible routing. These vehicles are
generally not considered catalysts for development.
These types of vehicles are often operated by touristrelated companies across the country.

Replica Streetcar (electric-powered)

An example of a rubber tire trolley in Fort Worth, TX.
Image source: fortworthtexas.gov

Replica streetcars are similar to vintage or historic
streetcars as well as replica rubber tire trolleys. This
vehicle requires steel rails embedded in the pavement
and is powered by an overhead power source. This
vehicle is newly constructed, and has a historic design,
sometimes combining new and recycled components.
As newly constructed vehicles, some can be specified
to have air conditioning for passenger comfort, but the
compressors are generally noisy. The replica street car
can carry 80 to 90 passengers depending on seating
and standing area configuration. This type of car is
currently utilized in Tampa, Charlotte, Little Rock, and
Memphis.

Replica Streetcar (battery-powered)
Another version of the replica trolley is used at the
Americana at Brand shopping area in Glendale,
California. It is manufactured by Gomaco, manufacturer
of many other conventional replica streetcars. It is
battery-powered and requires no overhead power
source. The main car is equipped with a lithium carbide
battery pack, and it pulls a following passenger coach.
The car runs on steel tracks and it is equipped with
regenerative braking, hydraulic tread brakes and
emergency rail brakes. It carries 90 passengers,
standing and sitting, and it can be open air or air
conditioned.

An example of a replica streetcar that is electric-powered. Image
source: www.baltimorebrew.com

Modern Streetcar
The modern streetcar is an attractive vehicle because
of its neighborhood friendly design and quiet operating
qualities. The best example of this vehicle is the current
system in Portland, Oregon, in place since 2001. The
modern vehicle is low floor, quiet, air conditioned,
double-ended and double-sided and can carry 120
passengers, sitting and standing. Modern streetcars
also operate in Tacoma and Seattle, and will soon open
in Atlanta and Washington, D.C. Places with modern
streetcars in operation have seen high ridership and
some of the greatest impact on development form and
the pace of redevelopment.
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An example of a replica streetcar that is battery-powered. Image source:
www.tripplannermag.com

Because of the limitations of the battery-powered
replica streetcar outlined above, namely a lack of
well-documented uses, power limitations, and safety
considerations, this analysis will focus solely on the
remaining modes, namely the replica rubber-tired trolley
and the replica or modern streetcar.

Project Goals

The City Center project seeks to fulfill a number of goals
in order to reach a future objective. Project goals are
used as the basis for defining appropriate screening
criteria. Key project goals include:
▪▪ Improve mobility within City Center area and provide
“last mile” connectivity from a direct connection from
the future regional rail station
▪▪ Enhance sustainability and livability
▪▪ Promote economic development and access major
vacant properties to catalyze their development
▪▪ Focus on areas of highest pedestrian potential and
offer service to activity centers in the City Center
study area
▪▪ Have a flexible operating plan to provide convenient
ride times
▪▪ Maintain constant visual contact with riders

Proposed Screening Criteria and
Evaluation
For purposes of screening vehicle options, a variety
of criteria relating to the project goals were identified.
Criteria can be categorized into four major criteria areas:

User-related criteria

▪▪ Passenger convenience and comfort
▪▪ Ridership potential

Land use and development criteria
▪▪ Environmental concerns
▪▪ Economic development potential

Design-related criteria

▪▪ Capital costs and vehicle procurement
▪▪ Route flexibility/extension

Operations-related criteria
▪▪ Service plan flexibility
▪▪ O&M costs

Vehicle alternatives are ranked according to these
criteria using a qualitative scale ranging from better to
worse. A summary of rankings by each criterion are
provided in Table 7. Discussion of considerations for
each of the listed criteria is included in Appendix E.

The implementation of a circulator is included in the
City Center Plan in order to promote or assist in the
completion of these goals and to further the plan’s
mobility objectives. The circulator, if well planned, can
address a number of these goals and help bring about
successful results. Because there are many goals, they
have been reorganized into four major criteria areas in
order to better understand them and help define the best
mode for this circulator plan.

A modern streetcar in Portland, Oregon. Image source: www.portlandstreet.car.org
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Recommendations for Vehicle Type
Table 07 summarizes the recommendations resulting
from the technology evaluation. Bus vehicles provide
the lowest-cost mode to achieve a majority of the project
objectives, and thus are recommended for Phase 1 and
suggested as a portion of the service for Phase 2. The
streetcar’s major benefit is its ability to support economic
potential in the future. Implementation of certain modes
in phases is possible, if desired. For instance, because
the rubber-tired vehicle is cheapest and quickest to
implement, it could be used for Phase 1. As development
and ridership demand increases, a streetcar service
could be implemented in Phase 2, perhaps focused
on serving the Uptown and Midtown districts. For
long-term development potential, the streetcar could
be implemented in Phase 1, though alterations to the
trackwork would be costly to implement the alignment in
Phase 2.

An example of a curbside bus loading zone in Plano, Texas.

Task 4 City Center Circulator Plan
Table 11: User-related, land use & development, design-related, and operations-related criteria
User-Related
Convenience &
Comfort
Rubber-Tired Vehicle
Replica Streetcar
Modern Streetcar

◐
◐
●

Ridership
Potential

◐
●
●

Land Use & Development
Local Plan
Consistency

●
●
●

Enviromental
Impacts

○
◐
◐

Design-Related

Route
Economic Dev. Capital Costs &
Flexibility
Potential
Procurement
& Extensions

○
●
●

●
◑
●

●
○
○

Operations-Related
"Last mile"
Connection &
Mobility

●
●
●

Service Plan
Flexibility

◐
○
○

O&M
Costs

●
○
○

Key to ratings

● ◑ ○ ◐ ●

Worse

<‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑>

Better

Table 07: Relative Assessment of Evaluation Criteria

Connetics Transportation Group
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5.7
Parking Management Plan
One challenge to planning and implementing TOD
developments is parking. Parking management for the
City Center area needs to consider incorporating best
parking practices in order to meet current and future
demands for a key Development Plan. Parking supply
and management is the difference between compact
urbanism and sprawl. In order to make the most effective
use of the transit station and associated development
densities, traditional suburban approaches to parking
standards and minimum requirements must be
reexamined. TOD parking resources suggest that many
mixed-use areas do not actually have a parking supply
problem; instead they have a parking management
problem due to parking spaces that are unavailable to
the motorists who need them.

sector in providing parking solutions as part of new
development. City Center should develop projects that
serve needs for mixed-uses, shared parking, transit
accessibility and multiple trip destinations. This strategy
will require the City and development community to
partner in jointly addressing efficient, effective and
sustainable parking needs. Also, close coordination will
be required with implementing transit service provider
station requirements.

While it is neither feasible nor reasonable to eliminate
all parking in the City Center area, applying the
conventional parking ratios to TOD projects would
undermine the expected community benefits of walkable,
multi-modal urban centers and could even cause the
transit-oriented initiative to fail. This is because the
conventional parking standards have a serious suburban
bias and are based largely on low-density single
land uses. Parking minimums can be unnecessarily
burdensome and even a barrier, particularly to infill
development. In some cases, minimum parking
requirements can cause excessive development costs
and empty lots leading to blight. The standards likely
generate excessive parking in the TOD area. By these
standards, the parking lots or garages would take the
limited prime locations and spaces near the station,
increase project costs to the developer and potentially
impede access to the transit by walking, biking or feeder
services. Getting the parking right is essential to ensure
the desirable form and functionality of City Center. The
Midtown and Historic Downtown areas in particular need
to be put to the best use by providing adequate parking
that does not create an auto-dominate City Center
future.
The benefits to a well-organized system of parking,
regardless of ownership, can result in better utilization
of existing facilities and reduce the perceived need for
additional parking to accompany investments in mixeduse developments. An important element is avoidance
of an oversupply of parking that could compete with the
desired transit system. As parking demand increases
over the next 5, 10 and 25 years, there will be many
opportunities for the City to partner with the private

A digital sign showing the direction for parking to the Seattle Center in
Seattle, WA
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On-Street Parking

5.8
Strategies for Parking
Management

As a general rule, on-street parking should be provided
along streets in mixed-use areas. In addition, onstreet parking should count towards fulfilling parking
requirements for adjacent uses.

Striking a balance between parking supply and
development is a crucial challenge in developing
the character of City Center. Nonetheless, there are
numerous studies that have addressed parking design
for transit-oriented areas. The following strategies for
parking borrow best practices from the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, American Planning
Association, Victoria Transport Policy Institute, Center for
Transit-Oriented Development, Urban Land Institute and
the Congress for the New Urbanism. These resources
have additional parking examples for model codes,
zoning strategies, parking requirement reductions, public
private partnerships and shared parking ratios.

Reduce or Eliminate Unnecessary
Parking Requirements
In general, the suburban-oriented parking requirements
that favor single-use sites should be reduced for TOD
areas. When possible, requirements for additional
parking for new mixed-use developments in the City
Center area should be eliminated. The reductions in
parking minimums can allow developments to proceed
with lower levels of parking in specific situations where
developers and the City think these are viable and will
not prevent successful development.

Promote Alternative Modes of
Transportation
To minimize the need for additional parking and to
support the desire for a walkable, pedestrian-oriented
place, alternative modes of transportation should be
encouraged. The use of and the facilities for bike, train,
bus and walking should be readily available. Discounted
transit passes could be offered in exchange for parking
spaces in addition to car sharing and bike sharing
initiatives. Requirements for bike parking should be
created to reduce the need for car ownership.

Establish Parking Maximums
Parking maximums need to be adopted to implement a
ceiling on the number of spaces allowed on new mixeduse developments. This can help to reduce automotive
congestion and to reduce potential for over-built parking.
However, the use of this strategy needs to be informed
by local decision-makers, stakeholders and developers
to carefully avoid dampening the development market.
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On-street parking along a mixed-use street

Price of On-Street and Off-Street Parking
Charging for parking is the most direct way to both
reduce parking demand and to ensure that end-users
carry more of the cost of providing off-street parking.
Pricing can be used to improve monitoring, increase
enforcement, reduce spillover and make improvements
in a parking district. Pricing parking can help to ensure
availability and turnover of on-street and off-street stalls.
Ideas for parking prices include:
▪▪ Permit free or reduced-price short-term parking
▪▪ After the first two hours, price all shared nonresidential parking by the hour
▪▪ Allow residents and others to obtain frequent parking
permits with an annual fee based on expected usage
▪▪ Develop parking programs targeted to employees
to encourage use of alternative modes and to
encourage employee parking farther from the prime
street spaces in front of retail businesses
▪▪ Price parking to reflect parking desirability, spaces
closest to the activity hubs are priced higher than
spaces at the fringe

Allow Shared Parking
New non-residential parking in City Center should
allow for shared parking. Shared parking resources
are available through the Urban Land Institute. Shared
parking ratios are usually based upon land uses, time of
day and peak demand times.

Improve User Information
Provide convenient information on parking availability
and price, using maps, signs, brochures and electronic
communication. Whenever you indicate that parking is
prohibited, also indicate where parking is available.

Adopt Additional Policies for Parking
Management
Additional examples for best practice management
strategies to comprise in parking code updates can
include:
▪▪ Requiring developers to unbundle parking cost in
residential projects
▪▪ Provide discounted transit pass programs
▪▪ Provide parking credits for on-site carsharing service
▪▪ Facilitate more bike parking or create bike parking
requirements
▪▪ Designate residential only spaces
▪▪ Provide central public/visitor parking garage for retail
shopping
▪▪ Encouraging longer-term parkers (employees) to use
less-convenient, off-site parking, so more convenient
spaces are available for priority users (customers)
▪▪ Negotiate sharing agreements for offsite, overflow
parking
▪▪ Provide directions to offsite parking facilities
▪▪ Allow more “park once” trips, so customers leave
their vehicle in a central location and walk to various
destinations, reducing the total number of parking
spaces needed
▪▪ Improved walking conditions and design for
pedestrians
▪▪ Develop overflow parking plan to address occasional
peaks
▪▪ Improve parking enforcement
▪▪ Design parking facilities to fit well into their
environment
▪▪ Deregulate parking to allow developers to assess
parking demand, provide market-priced parking to
meet average demand and use shared parking to
accommodate peaks

Back-In Angle Parking
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Parking Placements
Parking facility placements should be located as to
support a multimodal City Center function and identity.
The goal for City Center is not an auto-dominant
environment but rather one that equally accommodates
vehicles, pedestrians, bikes, transit and a circulator
system. With that, no new future surface parking lots
should be located adjacent to streets. Surface parking
should be located behind buildings with mid-block
entrances.
On-street parking is proposed for almost all new and
modified streets. On-street parking should include
landscape islands with street trees. Within City Center,
on-street parking should be credited towards satisfying
Cedar Hill’s parking regulations. Structured parking
located directly adjacent to streets should be avoided
and garage access should be from mid-block or minor
street locations. Structured parking should be located
behind mixed-use building or wrapped with building
facades as to screen the parking facility.

A surface parking lot located behind buildings and away from major
street view

A parking garage with unique designs, adding interests to the mixed-use residential complex
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5.9
Summary
In Uptown, the future pedestrian access and circulation
along and across the FM 1382 corridor is recommended
to be enhanced by adding sidewalks connecting from
the roadway at Uptown Boulevard and at N. Clark Road
crossings to the two arched entryways to the Uptown
Village shopping center main building. A future transit
circulator would access the Uptown Village at one or
both of these two entry archways.
In Midtown, an infill of both higher density development
and new local street network is proposed, with a
network of internal driving aisles recommended to
formalize circulation in the existing larger blocks and
as a placeholder for any future development within the
larger blocks. All streets are to receive sidewalks with
buffering from the moving traffic lanes. Most local streets
and collector streets should allow curbside parking,
with bulb-outs at corners. Uptown Boulevard should
be enhanced with traffic roundabouts at designated
locations and a traffic oval in the segment between City
Hall and the movie theater to create a large public plaza.
Uptown Boulevard should also be a pedestrian priority
corridor, with wider sidewalks and enhanced landscaping
to encourage walking and street level development.
This could happen incrementally as blocks develop and
nearer to the time of station operation. Cedar Hill Road
should be realigned to allow a transit service building
and adjacent transit oriented residential and office
development. Cedar Hill Road should also be a primary
bicycling and trails corridor and should have bicycle
lanes and nearby trail along the creek. A transit circulator
should serve the Uptown Boulevard corridor and
ultimately serve the proposed commuter rail station west
of City Hall at Cedar Hill Road. The intersection of Cedar
Hill Road and Main Street should be a roundabout.
Parking in Midtown will need to be managed closely to
encourage effective parking placement to create the
desired atmosphere along the street.
In Downtown, a network of two lane roads and smaller
block sizes should retain the more rustic and walkable
nature of this area of Cedar Hill. Main Street and
Houston Street should be designated bicycle facility
roadways feeding to bike lanes on Cooper Street and
Tidwell Road. Sidewalks and parking should be provided
along most streets. Special “town square” style traffic
circulation is proposed around the Historic Downtown,
the block encompassed by Main, Cedar, Houston and
Texas Streets.
A pedestrian scene in Vancouver with on-street parking
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